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This paper discusses the value of collaboration as a tool for designing university learning environments in a digital age. The paper reflects on findings that were obtained from a research study, performed in 2017 within the KwaZulu-Natal region of South Africa.

A practical project was used as a tool in a series of focus groups and follow up interviews with a collaborative team. The collaborative team included an information technologist, a mechanical engineer, a product designer, an educational psychologist, a student and a lecturer from the Faculty of Arts and Design (FAD) at the Durban University of Technology (DUT). This was done to establish how technology enhanced learning (TEL) environments that consider the senses may provide students with embodied and improved learning experiences.

The research output was provided in the form of a conceptual academic hub to encourage interdisciplinary and multi-sensory learning experiences. Conclusions showed that to connect technology and the senses effectively, interior designers need to find a balance between integrating technology, stimulating the senses and encouraging collaborative learning. The paper makes a strong case for a collaborative
design approach when designing TEL environments, as the wide range of specialist knowledge and skill-sets contributed to the design process and solution.
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